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At nite temperature and hemial potential, the leading-order (hard-thermal-loop) ontribu-
tions to the gauge-boson propagator lead to momentum-dependent thermal masses for propagat-
ing quasipartiles as well as dynamial sreening and Landau damping eets. We ompare the
hard-thermal-loop propagator with the omplete large-Nf gluon propagator, for whih the usually
subleading ontributions, suh as a nite width of quasipartiles, an be studied at nonperturba-
tively large eetive oupling. We also study quantitatively the eet of Friedel osillations in
low-temperature eletrostati sreening.
I. INTRODUCTION
At nite temperature and hemial potential, propagators of elementary elds are modied importantly at soft
momentum sales. At leading order, salar elds aquire simple thermal mass terms, but fermions and gauge elds
develop additional quasipartile branhes with ompliated momentum dependent thermal masses for propagating
modes, Landau damping uts, and, in the ase of gauge elds, poles for imaginary wave vetors orresponding to
dynamial sreening [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄.
While the physial singularities of propagators in a gauge theory are gauge-xing independent [7℄, naive perturbation
theory leads to gauge-xing dependent results beyond leading order and requires (at least) resummation of the full
nonlinear and nonloal hard-thermal-loop (HTL) eetive ation [8℄ (see e.g. Ref. [9℄ for a reent review). It has also
been found that thermodynami quantities like the entropy of QCD an be understood well down to temperatures
T & 3Tc with ouplings as large as g ≈ 2 by using HTL quasipartiles in Φ-derivable two-loop approximations [10℄
(see also [11℄). One would therefore want to understand the underlying quasi-partile piture also at larger ouplings.
The suess of those resummation tehniques has been established so far only by omparison to lattie data, therefore
an independent test is desirable. One possibility to go beyond HTL is the large avor number (Nf ) limit [12, 13, 14℄
in whih thermodynami quantities like pressure or entropy an be alulated to all orders in the eetive oupling,
at next-to-leading order of the 1/Nf expansion (whih is of order N
0
f ). In the large-Nf limit, the thermodynami
potential exhibits a non-trivial (non-monotoni) behavior when going from weak to strong oupling. As will be shown
in a forthoming paper [15℄, the latter is due to a orresponding nontrivial behavior of the next-to-leading order
asymptoti mass of the quarks. However, the ontributions of the gauge bosons, whih are needed only to leading
order in the large-Nf expansion, are of similar magnitude, and it is worth to study this propagator and its properties
in detail, in partiular how it ompares with the orresponding HTL propagator.
The large-Nf gluon propagator is essentially abelian and one-loop, and some omparisons with the HTL propagator
have been worked out previously in Ref. [16℄, however without disussing renormalization sale dependenes that aet
any approximate result in a quantum eld theory. We also give full details on the required analytial ontinuations,
and we inlude nite quark hemial potential.
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In partiular we investigate quantitatively the eet of Friedel
osillations in the sreening of stati harges at low temperature and ultrarelativisti density.
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An extension of the large-Nf gluon self-energy to nite mass, albeit in the weak oupling regime, an be found in Ref. [17℄, where
transport oeients are alulated in the large-Nf limit.
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Figure 1: In the large-Nf limit, the leading ontribution (∼ N0f ) to the bosoni self-energy Πµν is given by this diagram with
one fermion loop insertion.
II. LARGE-Nf QED AND QCD
In the large-Nf limit, an eetive oupling g
2
eff = g
2Nf/2 (for QCD; g
2
eff = e
2Nf for QED) is introdued whih is
kept of the order g2eff ∼ O(1) as Nf →∞ and g2 → 0. All gluon-gluon interations of QCD are suppressed by inverse
powers of Nf  the theory beomes QED like. Also quark-gluon (or eletron-photon) interations are suppressed
unless they form a new fermion loop. The leading ontribution to the gauge boson self energy is therefore simply
given a fermion loop (Fig. 1), whih is trivially gauge independent. Dyson resummation of this ontribution turns the
gauge boson propagator into a nonperturbative objet.
At large Nf , QCD loses asymptoti freedom. The sale dependene of the oupling in this limit is ompletely
determined by the one-loop beta funtion
β(g2eff) ≡
µ¯∂g2eff
∂µ¯
=
(
g2eff
)2
6π2
. (1)
Further orretions are suppressed by at least one power of 1/Nf . Integrating this dierential equation yields
1
g2eff(µ¯)
=
1
g2eff(µ¯
′)
+
ln(µ¯′/µ¯)
6π2
, (2)
whih implies a Landau pole at ΛL ∼ µ¯e6π2/g2eff (µ¯).
The presene of a Landau pole means that large-Nf QED and QCD only exist as a uto theory. However, at nite
temperature and hemial potential, where one is primarily interested in thermal eets, the presene of a uto an
be negleted as long as T, µ ≪ ΛL. This requires that g2eff with renormalization sale of the order of temperature T
or hemial potential µ, respetively, has to remain smaller than ∼ 36, giving enough room for testing the extension
of hard-thermal-loop expansions from weak to stronger oupling.
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III. LARGE-Nf GAUGE BOSON PROPAGATOR
For deniteness, we shall use the Coulomb gauge and deompose the gauge propagator into a longitudinal and a
transverse ontribution
G00(Q) = GL(Q) ,
Gij(Q) =
{
δij − qiqj
q2
}
GT (Q) , (3)
where the orresponding self-energy omponents are dened through
GL(Q) =
−1
q2 +ΠL(Q)
,
GT (Q) =
1
−Q2 +ΠT(Q) , (4)
2
The onsequenes of a Landau pole in thermal salar eld theory have been studied previously in Refs. [18, 19℄.
3with Minkowski metri (+,−,−,−) for the 4-dimensional momenta Q = (q0, q), i.e. Q2 = q20 − q2. The orresponding
spetral funtions are determined through the disontinuity of the Feynman propagator along the Minkowski axis
ρ(q0, q) ≡ 1
i
(G(q0 + iǫ, q)−G(q0 − iǫ, q)) . (5)
Propagating modes orrespond to peaks in the spetral funtion. In the ase of HTL, those peaks are given by innitely
narrow delta funtions, but beyond the HTL approximation the peaks will aquire a nite width. Suh peaks usually
3
indiate the viinity of a pole of the propagator to the real axis, but sine the propagator does not exhibit a pole in
the physial sheet, we have to extend our searh to the unphysial sheet by analyti ontinuation. The position of this
pole an be extrated numerially from the zero of the inverse propagator by speifying either q and extrating q0(q)
from G−1(q0(q), q) = 0 or by speifying q0 and solving G
−1(q0, q(q0)) = 0. In the former ase, we obtain information
about the frequeny ω(q) = Re q0(q) and the deay onstant γ(q) = Im q0(q) for a propagating mode with given
real-valued wave-vetor q, whih diretly appears as a peak in the orresponding spetral funtion. In the latter ase,
we obtain the omplex wave-vetor q(ω) of a mode indued by a perturbation with a given real-valued frequeny ω.
In the stati limit ω → 0 we an extrat the Debye mass from the longitudinal omponent G−1L (q0 → 0, imD) = 0.
The transverse omponent is not sreened in the stati ase, but exhibits dynamial sreening for non-zero frequeny.
A. Analyti ontinuation and sale dependene
The main tehnial diulty in nding the poles of the propagator of Eq. (4), or orrespondingly the zeros of the
inverse propagator, is the orret analyti ontinuation of the self-energies from the physial sheet into the neighbouring
unphysial sheet. The propagator G(ω + iǫ, q) neither ontains poles for ǫ > 0 nor for ǫ < 0, but these two analyti
regions are separated by a disontinuity along ǫ = 0. In order to obtain the orret pole, one has to analytially
ontinue the funtion G(ω + iǫ, q) aross this separating line from ǫ > 0 to ǫ < 0.
The self-energy omponents that appear in the propagator (4) an be split into a thermal piee and a vauum piee
ΠL(Q) = ΠL,th(Q)− q
2
Q2
Πvac(Q) ,
ΠT(Q) = ΠT,th(Q) + Πvac(Q) , (6)
where the thermal piees an be expressed as one-dimensional integrals (see Appendix A), while the vauum part
depends on a renormalization sale µ¯, and in the modied minimal subtration (MS) sheme is given by
Πvac(Q) =
g2eff
12π2
Q2
{
log
(
−Q2
µ¯2
MS
)
− 5
3
}
. (7)
The analyti ontinuation of this vauum piee is straightforward, as one just has to move the branh ut of the
logarithm appropriately. One possibility is to split up the logarithm log(−Q2) → log(q + q0) + log(q − q0). As the
logarithm has a branh ut along the negative real axis, we would ross it for Re q±ω < 0 when ontinuing q0 = ω+ iǫ
from ǫ > 0 to ǫ < 0. In the rst logarithm we should therefore plae the branh ut along the negative imaginary
axis, and in the seond logarithm along the positive imaginary axis. It is useful to dene
log↑(z) := log(iz)− iπ
2
, (8)
log↓(z) := log(−iz) + iπ
2
, (9)
where log(z) is the standard logarithmi funtion with a branh ut along the negative real axis. Then log↑(z) has
the branh ut along the positive imaginary axis, log↓(z) has the branh ut along the negative imaginary axis, while
they both agree to log(z) = log↑(z) = log↓(z) for Re(z) > 0. The analytially ontinued vauum ontribution an
then be written by replaing
log
(
q2 − q20
µ¯2
MS
)
→ log↓ (q + q0) + log↑ (q − q0)− log
(
µ¯2
MS
)
(10)
3
See however Ref. [20℄ for an interesting ounterexample.
4in equation (7).
The analyti ontinuation of the thermal self-energy funtions turns out to be more involved. The expressions for
ΠT,th and ΠL,th, whih are given in Appendix A, involve a one-dimensional integral over a real variable k that has to
be evaluated numerially. One might assume that it sues to rewrite the logarithms appearing in the integrands,
similar to the vauum ontribution Πvac, and leave the integration over the real variable k untouhed. It turns out
that this presription does not give the orret analyti ontinuation for the funtions ΠT,th(q0, q) and ΠL,th(q0, q),
as one an onvine oneself by observing a disontinuity in the seond derivative of the self-energies at ǫ = 0. Indeed,
we have to be areful that the integration path for k stays away from logarithmi singularities or branh uts as we
approah and penetrate the border of the physial sheet. In order to obtain the proper analyti ontinuation we
have to deform the k-integration path suh that rossings with singular points from the logarithms will be avoided.
Another subtlety involved is that the logarithmi arguments rst have to be rewritten in suh a way that it is possible
at all to deform the integration path satisfatorily. Details of this proedure are given in Appendix B.
For later use we note that the general form of the analytially ontinued inverse transverse propagator an be
written as
G−1T (Q) = −Q2 + g2effT 2f(
Q
T
) + Πvac(Q) (11)
where the renormalization sale µ¯MS appears expliitly in the temperature-independent vauum piee Πvac and im-
pliitly in the oupling g2eff = g
2
eff(µ¯MS), but the salar funtion f(Q/T ) = ΠT (geff , T,Q)/(g
2
effT
2) is independent of
the renormalization sale µ¯MS as ΠT is proportional to g
2
eff in the large-Nf limit.
In the hard thermal loop (HTL) or hard dense loop (HDL) limit [21, 22℄, ΠL and ΠT are given by elementary
funtions (listed in Appendix A 2). The HTL limit is derived by assuming soft external lines Q ∼ gT . In this
kinematial regime, the leading ontribution is not only gauge independent (also beyond the large-Nf limit), but also
formally independent of the renormalization sale, as the vauum ontribution Πvac is suppressed by g
2
ompared to
the leading HTL result. This leading piee is of the order of the Debye mass (HTL/HDL quantities will be marked
by a hat)
mˆ2D = g
2
eff
{
T 2
3
+
µ2
π2
}
, (12)
whih is the only sale in the HTL/HDL propagator. The HTL plasma frequeny, the frequeny above whih there
exist propagating longitudinal and transverse modes, is given by ωˆ2pl. = mˆ
2
D/3; the eetive mass of transverse modes
in the limit of large momenta (asymptoti thermal mass) by mˆ2∞ = mˆ
2
D/2.
In the large-Nf limit, there is no suh simple saling, and the shape of the dispersion relation ould in priniple
depend on the oupling, the temperature, and the renormalization sale. We have a restrition through the exat
renormalization dependene given by Eq. (1) whih means that we an basially hoose a sale for plotting the
dispersion relations as the result does not hange if we vary renormalization sale and oupling aording to the
β-funtion.
To see how this works, let us assume that we know the position of a pole of G(Q), i.e. G−1(Q) = 0. We want to
show that µ¯∂G−1(Q)/∂µ¯ = 0 is also true, provided that geff and µ¯ follow the β-funtion β(g
2
eff) ≡ µ¯ ∂g2eff/∂µ¯. We
nd that the derivative of (11)
µ¯
∂G−1T (Q)
∂µ¯
= 0 + β(g2eff)
(
T 2f(
Q
T
) +
Q2
12π2
(
ln
−Q2
µ¯2
MS
− 5
3
))
+
g2effQ
2
12π2
(−2)
= β(g2eff)
(
+
Q2
g2eff
)
− g
2
effQ
2
6π2
= 0 (13)
vanishes indeed, where we used G−1T (Q) = 0 to get from the rst to the seond line, and the large-Nf β-funtion
Eq. (1) in the last line. Stated the other way round, we ould have derived the β-funtion by demanding that
∂G−1(Q)/∂µ¯ = 0 vanishes. A similar proof holds of ourse for the longitudinal omponent as well. Also the solution
ω(q) given impliitly by G−1(ω(q), q) = 0 is independent of µ¯MS. Sine the Landau pole is also a solution to the zeros
of the inverse propagator G−1(ΛLandau) = 0, the position of the Landau pole also obeys the renormalization group
equation. The same is also true for the Debye mass, whih is the solution at zero frequeny ω and purely imaginary
q for the longitudinal propagator G−1L (ω = 0, q = imD) = 0.
Therefore, if we plot the large-Nf dispersion relations for a spei hoie of the renormalization sale, we atually
plot the urve for all ouplings and renormalization sales that are onneted to eah other by the renormalization
group equation. The only problem that we might run into is the presene of the Landau pole.
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Figure 2: Integration path for the spetral funtion with three poles: One of those originates from the denominator 1/(q0−ω),
while the other two poles are the unavoidable Landau poles.
B. Sum rules inluding the Landau pole
Beause of the presene of the Landau pole in the large-Nf theory, the basi spetral funtion sum rule
G(ω, q) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dq0
2π
ρ(q0, q)
q0 − ω , (14)
valid for omplex ω, has to be modied. In the following, we will alulate the missing ontribution. Let us rst
look at the zero temperature gauge eld propagator. At zero temperature and zero hemial potential, ΠT (q0, q) and
ΠL(q0, q) vanish, and one an analytially alulate the position of the Landau pole of the propagator (4) using only
the vauum self-energy (7). Solving for G−1T (q0, q) = 0 we obtain
q2 − q20 = µ¯2MS exp
(
12π2
g2eff
+
5
3
)
≡ Λ2L. (15)
We dene the spetral funtion as the disontinuity of the boson propagator along the real q0 axis
ρT (q0, q) ≡ 1
i
(G(q0 + iǫ, q)−G(q0 − iǫ, q))
=
1
i
(G(q0 + iǫ, q)−G∗(q0 + iǫ, q))
= 2ImG(q0 + iǫ, q) . (16)
The integral over the spetral funtion∫ ∞
−∞
dq0
2π
ρ(q0, q)
q0 − ω =
∫ ∞
−∞
dq0
2π
(
G(q0 + iǫ, q)
q0 − ω −
G(q0 − iǫ, q)
q0 − ω
)
(17)
an be alulated by losing the ontour by a harmless grand half irle at innity and piking up all pole ontributions.
The Landau pole (15) provides additional poles in the q0 plane
q0 = ±i
√
Λ2L − q2 ≡ ±iΛL(q). (18)
The rst pole lies in the upper half of the omplex plane and its residue an be alulated as:
Resq0→iΛL(q)
G(q0 + iǫ, q)
q0 − ω =
6π2
g2eff
1
iΛL(q)− ω
1
iΛL(q)
. (19)
6The pole in the lower half q0 = −iΛL(q) will reeive an additional minus sign from the integration orientation, so that
the total ontribution (inluding the usual pole) is given by∫ ∞
−∞
dq0
2π
ρ(q0, q)
q0 − ω = G(ω + iǫ, q)−
12π2
g2eff
1
Λ2L − q2 + ω2
(20)
where we have substituted bak Λ2L(q) = Λ
2
L − q2 with ΛL as dened in (15).
With a full one-loop self energy insertion, the position of the Landau pole ΛL(q) as the solution to G
−1(q0 =
ΛL(q), q) = 0 for a given q an in general only be alulated numerially. In the previous setion we simply had
ΛL(q) =
√
Λ2L − q2, but the dependene on q is more ompliated in the general ase. Following the previous
derivation for a general propagator, we an write the residue at the Landau pole as
Resq0→iΛL(q)
G(q0 + iǫ, q)
q0 − ω =
1
iΛL(q)− ω
(
∂G−1(q0, q)
∂q0
∣∣∣∣
q0=iΛL(q)
)−1
. (21)
Using the pole in the lower half plane and the property that the derivative of G(q0, q) is antisymmetri along the
Eulidean axis ∂G−1(q0, q)/∂q0
∣∣
q0=−iΛL(q)
= − ∂G−1(q0, q)/∂q0
∣∣
q0=iΛL(q)
(G(q0, q) is real and symmetri on the Eu-
lidean axis, so its derivative is antisymmetri), the full relation is then given by
∫ ∞
−∞
dq0
2π
ρ(q0, q)
q0 − ω = G(ω + iǫ, q)−
2ΛL(q)
ΛL(q)2 + ω2
(
∂G−1(q0, q)
i∂q0
∣∣∣∣
q0=iΛL(q)
)−1
(22)
where the last part is real, despite the appearane of expliit is. The last term orrets the usual spetral funtion
sum rule due to the presene of the Landau pole. A rough estimate of the size of this orretion an be obtained from
the last term of (20): For small Q2 it is around 5 × 10−7T−2 for g2eff(µ¯MS = πT ) = 9 and around 2 × 10−3T−2 at
g2eff(πT ) = 36, and inreases with inreasing Q
2
. For soft momenta Q ∼ geffT one ould estimate roughly that this
term gives a orretion to the propagator of the order of (T/ΛL)
2
. For hard momenta Q ∼ T the orretion is of
order (T/geffΛL)
2
.
IV. RESULTS
A. Dispersion relations at zero hemial potential
Figure 3 realls the pressure obtained in the large-Nf limit for nite temperature and zero quark hemial potential
[12, 13, 14℄. The full line gives the result at large Nf . The ambiguity introdued by varying the numerial uto
below the Landau pole Q2max = aΛ
2
L between a = 1/4 and 1/2 is shown as a tiny (red) band for large ouplings.
This ambiguity is suppressed by a fator (T/ΛL)
4
. Pratially, this means that we an study a range of ouplings
g2eff(µ¯MS = πT ) . 36 safely, where this number of ourse depends on the hoie of renormalization sale µ¯MS [a
hange of this sale hanges the oupling aording to Eq. (2)℄. Perturbation theory eases to work muh sooner and
shows large sale dependenes for ouplings already at g2eff & 4. Using an optimized renormalization sale, namely
fastest apparent onvergene of the eetive mass parametermE (FAC-m), the perturbative result to order g
5
eff follows
the exat result up to g2eff ≈ 8. Still, there is a large range of ouplings 8 . g2eff(πT ) . 36 to explore where strit
perturbation theory fails, but the ambiguity introdued by the viinity of the Landau pole is still negligible.
One of the remarkable and so far not easily understood features of the pressure urve is the minimum appearing
at a oupling g2eff(πT ) ≈ 14. Paradoxially, in this strong oupling range g2eff & 14 the pressure seems to approah
again the interation-free pressure value. Sine the nontrivial ontent of the large-Nf pressure an be expressed
entirely in terms of the gauge boson propagator [12, 13, 14℄, it is natural to ask whether this nonmonotoni behavior
is assoiated with qualitative hanges in the properties of the gauge boson propagator. We shall nd that this is not
really the ase. As will be shown in a subsequent paper [15℄, the nonmonotoni behavior is instead assoiated with
nonmonotoni behavior of the asymptoti quark mass, whih is a required ingredient when expressing the entropy in
terms of quasipartile spetral data [23, 24℄.
In the following we will plot spetral funtions and dispersion relations overing weak and strong oupling for
the gauge boson propagator in the large-Nf limit, and ompare them to the orresponding HTL results. For larger
ouplings, the question of renormalization sale dependene beomes important. In priniple one ould plot the
following omparisons between exat large-Nf and HTL results at various sales. To avoid luttering the plots, we
deided to sale large-Nf quantities by the large-Nf Debye mass mD, and HTL quantities by the HTL Debye mass
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Figure 3: Exat result for the interation pressure at nite temperature and zero hemial potential at large Nf as a funtion of
g2eff(µ¯MS = πT ), ompared to strit perturbation theory [12, 13, 14℄. The tiny band appearing for large values of the oupling
for the exat result shows the uto dependene from varying the upper numerial integration uto between 1/
√
4 =50%
and 1/
√
2 ≈70% of the Landau pole ΛL. The results of strit perturbation theory are given through order g2eff (dotted line),
g3eff (dashed), g
4
eff (dash-dotted), and g
5
eff (dash-dot-dotted) where the renormalization sale µ¯MS is varied between
1
2
πT (line
pattern slightly ompressed), πT , and 2πT (line pattern slightly strethed). The line labelled FAC-m indiates the sale
hosen by the presription of fastest apparent onvergene as indiated in the text for whih the urves of g4eff and g
5
eff oinide.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the large-Nf Debye mass mD to the orresponding HTL value mˆD. The renormalization sale µ¯MS is
varied by a fator of 4 around FAC-m. Using FAC-m or πT as the renormalization sale brings the HTL result within a few
perent of the full result for the whole range of ouplings g2eff plotted. Note that the absissa does not denote the oupling at
a xed sale, but at a dierent sales as indiated on the lines.
mˆD and present them in the same plot. Eah of the quantities is then separately renormalization sale independent,
while the renormalization sale dependene of the orresponding HTL approximations an be read o separately from
a plot mD/mˆD. (Note that the plasma frequeny would be less appropriate to set a sale of the order ∼ gT beause
of the imaginary part it obtains at larger ouplings g2eff  the Debye mass on the ontrary always stays purely real.)
For the spetral funtions we note that g2effG(q0, q) and therefore g
2
effρ(q0, q) is a renormalization sale independent
quantity.
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Figure 5: Real and imaginary part of the plasma frequeny ωpl in the large-Nf limit ompared to the HTL value ωˆpl/mˆD =
1/
√
3 ≈ 0.577 as a funtion of g2eff(µ¯MS = πT ) at the renormalization sale πT . The imaginary part of the plasma frequeny, the
damping onstant, is aused by the vauum proess of quark-antiquark pair reation, and thus missing in the purely thermal
HTL approximation.
One of the most prominent properties of the gauge boson propagator is the emergene of a sreening mass in the
stati longitudinal setor, the Debye mass. Numerially, we obtain the Debye mass as the solution to Eq. (4) in the
stati limit,
q2 +ΠL(q0 = 0, q) = 0 at q = imD. (23)
While in the HTL approximation ΠˆL(q0 = 0, q) = mˆ
2
D is a onstant given by Eq. (12), this is no longer the ase for
the omplete expression in the large-Nf limit. Nevertheless, the solution for mD indeed turns out to be a purely
real number. The latter an be identied with the sreening mass in a Yukawa potential for stati soures. Figure 4
shows a omparison of the Debye mass in the large-Nf limit, normalized to its orresponding HTL value (12). Other
than the following plots, the axis of Fig. 4 is not labelled at a xed renormalization sale g2eff(πT ), but rather at a
dierent sale for eah urve as denoted next to eah line. The four urves are in fat related by the renormalization
group equation (2), beause the position of the large-Nf Debye mass is renormalization sale independent, like any
singularity of the propagator. The HTL result on the other hand is a trunated result at order g2eff . Therefore the
HTL Debye mass does not run properly with the renormalization sale, leading to a renormalization-sale dependene
of mD/mˆD.
For small g2eff an optimal hoie of renormalization sale is obtained by requiring that the g
4
eff ontribution to the
Debye mass mD for the full large-Nf result vanishes. This presription of fastest apparent onvergene will be labelled
as FAC-m and leads to [12, 13, 14℄
µ¯FAC-m
MS
= e
1
2
−γEπT ≈ 0.9257πT, (24)
whih is very lose to the hoie µ¯MS = πT , the lowest Matsubara frequeny. Even for the largest ouplings g
2
eff ≈ 36
the deviation from the HTL Debye mass is only of the order of 5% for this hoie. It will therefore sue to ompare
all following quantities at a xed sale µ¯MS = πT , keeping in mind that a hange of the sale e.g. by a fator of 2 will
introdue additional deviations as displayed in Fig. 4.
Another quantity of entral importane is the plasma frequeny: It indiates the lowest frequeny for whih there
exist propagating modes in the plasma. Transverse and longitudinal modes share the same plasma frequeny in an
isotropi plasma. Frequenies below the plasma frequeny are assoiated with spatial sreening. The plasma frequeny
and the frequeny of propagating modes are obtained from
G−1L,T (ω(q), q) = 0, q ∈ R. (25)
While the dispersion relations obtained in the HTL approximation involve only real frequenies ω(q), the full large-Nf
result is omplex. Real and imaginary parts are plotted separately in Fig. 5. Compared to the real part, the magnitude
of the imaginary part remains small for all values of the oupling. For small ouplings, the plasma frequeny approahes
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Figure 6: Real and imaginary part of the dispersion relation ω(q) as a funtion of real q for g2eff = 9 in the large-Nf limit
ompared to the HTL result. Absissa and ordinate for the exat large Nf result are saled by the large-Nf Debye mass mD,
while the HTL urve is on both axis saled by the HTL mass mˆD. At this moderate value of the oupling, whih lies at the
border of appliability of strit perturbation theory, the plasma frequeny is slightly lowered and obtains a small imaginary
part. The light gray line indiates the lightone.
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Figure 7: Same as Figure 6 for the larger oupling g2eff(πT ) = 36. Real and imaginary part are further lowered ompared to
the ase of g2eff(πT ) = 9. As the longitudinal branh approahes the lightone faster, also its imaginary part approahes 0 at
smaller values of q/mD.
the HTL value, whih is given by ωˆpl. = mˆD/
√
3 ≈ 0.57735 mˆD. As the oupling inreases, the renormalization-sale
independent ratio of plasma frequeny to Debye mass dereases by 10% at g2eff(µ¯MS = πT ) = 14 and by 20% at
g2eff = 36. The imaginary part is due to the vauum proess of quark-antiquark pair reation, whih is missing in
the HTL approximation. (In QCD at nite Nf , the damping rate of propagating bosoni modes is dominated by
Bose-enhaned gluoni ontributions proportional to a single power of g rather than to g2eff = g
2NF /2 [25, 26, 27℄.)
Figures 6 and 7 show the dispersion urve for representative values of the oupling g2eff(µ¯ = πT ) = 9 and 36. These
plots are saled by the large-Nf plasma frequeny and thus show a renormalization sale independent result. HTL
quantities are saled by the HTL Debye mass. One notes the lower plasma frequeny ompared to the orresponding
HTL value, albeit the eet is moderate even at large oupling. The imaginary part of the longitudinal branh vanishes
quikly as the urve approahes the light-one. In the limit of vanishing q/mD, the real as well as the imaginary parts
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Figure 8: Real and imaginary part of the dispersion relation q(ω) as a funtion of real ω for g2eff = 9 and 36 (labeled in the plot
as 3 and 6 respetively for geff) in the large-Nf limit ompared to the HTL result. The left panel shows the dispersion relation
for the transverse omponent qT (ω), while the right panel shows the longitudinal ontribution qL(ω). The exat large-Nf result
is saled by the large-Nf Debye mass mD while the HTL result is saled by the HTL Debye mass mˆD. Notably, the real part
of q(ω) vanishes in the stati ase ω → 0 in the large-Nf limit also for larger ouplings g2eff , and one an see from the right
panel that the Debye mass stays a real quantity even beyond HTL.
of transverse and longitudinal ontributions oinide.
4
The unique plasma frequeny at q = 0 evolves aording to
Fig. 5.
Instead of assuming real wave vetors q and solving numerially for omplex ω(q) as we had done in Fig. 6, we ould
start from a given real frequeny ω and alulate the orresponding omplex wave vetor q(ω). This orresponds to
alulating the linear response to perturbations with a given real frequeny. The result is shown in Figure 8 for two
dierent ouplings g2eff(µ¯MS) = 9 and 36 (whih are labelled as geff = 3 and 6 respetively in the plot). Above the
plasma frequeny, one has weakly damped spatial osillations, and below the plasma frequeny there is predominantly
exponential sreening, modulated by omparatively long-range osillations that are absent in the HTL ase (though
fundamentally dierent from the Friedel osillations [29, 30℄ we shall disuss further below). Following the urves
down to vanishing frequeny ω → 0 leads to the (real) value of the Debye mass in the longitudinal mode (right panel
of Fig. 8), and in the transverse mode (left panel) to unsreened stati modes (but signiant dynamial sreening
at small but non-vanishing ω). The real part of q(ω), whih orresponds to spatial osillations, vanishes for both
transverse and longitudinal modes, in the stati limit ω → 0. The imaginary part of the longitudinal modes for
geff = 3, 6, and HTL, approahes the value 1 in the stati ase as the urves are normalized to this value. The HTL
results of Fig. 8, whih are given by dotted and dash-dotted lines, are of ourse independent of the oupling in units
of the HTL Debye mass. In a proper omparison between large Nf and HTL one should keep the renormalization
sale dependene of mD/mˆD from Fig. 4 in mind.
Figures 9 and 10 show the spetral funtions at two dierent values of q/mD. The ombination T
2g2effρ(ω, q) on the
ordinate is hosen in order to show a renormalization sale independent result: The quantity g2effG is renormalization
sale independent, whih an be seen by ombining Equations (2) and (11). In all four plots the broadening of the
propagating mode peak with inreasing oupling is evident. For the smaller wave vetor q/mD = 0.2 in Fig. 10, one
furthermore niely observes the derease of the plasma frequeny with inreasing oupling. The HTL pole orresponds
to a delta funtion peak, indiated by the vertial line.
4
This is due to the isotropy of the plasma. See Ref. [28℄ for ounterexamples in anisotropi plasmas within the hard-loop approximation.
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Figure 9: Spetral funtion ρT and ρL as a funtion of ω/mD for q/mD = 1 for various ouplings g
2
eff(µ¯MS = πT ) (the lines in
the plot are labelled by the values for geff = 2, 4, 6). As mentioned in the text, g
2
effρ(ω, q) is a renormalization sale independent
quantity, and T 2g2eff sales like mˆ
2
D suh that the HTL results for various ouplings lie on top of eah other. The position of the
innitely narrow HTL δ-peak is indiated by the vertial line, while the peaks at large Nf have a nite width and are shifted
to lower energies with inreasing oupling.
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Figure 10: Same as gure (9) for for q/mD = 0.2. Due to the imaginary part of the plasma frequeny, the peak of the
propagating modes broadens. Additionally their frequeny lowers.
B. Dispersion relations at nite hemial potential
In the following, we extend the analysis to nite hemial potential µ and zero temperature. Figure 11 shows the
orresponding Debye mass. Here the presription of fastest apparent onvergene gives
FAC-m = 2
√
eµ ≈ 3.2974µ atT → 0.
The FAC-m sale for arbitrary nite T and µ an be found in Ref. [31℄. In addition to multiples of the FAC-m sale,
also the simple sale hoie µ¯MS = 2µ, varied within a fator of 4, is depited.
For the propagating modes, Figure 12 shows the imaginary part of the dispersion relations at zero temperature for
the two ouplings g2eff = 9 and 36 at the sale µ¯MS = 4µ. We did not plot the real part of the funtion separately,
sine they are almost indistinguishable from Figures 6 and 7 at zero hemial potential. The HDL result for the
imaginary part in Fig. 12 is just zero, and the resulting imaginary part beyond HDL shows a threshold around the
Fermi momentum q & µ whih an be explained as follows.
The proess responsible for the imaginary part of the self-energy and thus for the propagator pole is the pair reation
12
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Figure 11: Comparison of the large-Nf Debye mass mD to the orresponding HDL value mˆD at nite hemial potential and
zero temperature. The FAC-m sale takes the value µ¯
MS
= 2
√
eµ, and is varied by a fator of 4 in the plot. For omparison,
also the sales µ¯
MS
= µ, 2µ, and 4µ are displayed. The full Debye mass is in remarkable agreement with the HDL result for
the FAC-m sale.
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Figure 12: Imaginary part of the dispersion relation ω(q) at T = 0 as a funtion of real q for g2eff(µ¯MS = 4µ) = 9 and 36 in the
large-Nf limit ompared to the HDL result. In ontrast to the imaginary part at zero hemial potential in Figures 6 and 7,
the imaginary part is zero up to a threshold q ≥ 2µ − Reω(q) as explained in the text. The onstant HDL line in the right
panel is hidden by the exat large-Nf lines. The real part of the dispersion relations looks almost idential to the ase of zero
hemial potential (Figures 6 and 7) and is not plotted separately.
as shown in Figure 13. At real momenta q we are looking at time-like momenta for whih the Landau damping proess
is kinematially forbidden, even for massive quarks. The only proess that ould ontribute to the imaginary part
of the self-energy is the reation of a quark with momentum p+ q and an anti-quark with momentum p. At nite
hemial potential, this proess is kinematially restrited as the Fermi sea is lled up to the Fermi energy EF = µ
and the newly produed quark must have an energy above, ǫp+q ≥ µ. The anti-quark an in priniple be produed
within the Fermi sea, ǫp ≥ 0, but the dispersion relation of the gluon ω(q) ditates a minimal energy. From energy
onservation of the proess ω = ǫp + ǫp+q we obtain for the angle θ between p and q
cos θ =
ω2 − q2 − 2ωǫp
2pq
. (26)
13
q, ω q, ωp + q p + q
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Figure 13: Diagrammati proesses (a) for Landau damping and (b) for gluon deay. Only the latter one is allowed kinematially
for time-like gluons with ω2 > q2. For non-zero hemial potential and zero temperature, this proess is further restrited to
ω + q ≥ 2µ as explained in the text. At the threshold, a quark with Fermi energy µ and a ollinear anti-quark with energy
ǫp = (ω − q)/2 are produed.
For zero mass, requiring a valid angle −1 ≤ cos θ ≤ 1, we obtain the kinematial restrition ω + q ≥ 2p ≥ ω − q. For
a small nite quark mass m2 ≤ Q2 = ω2 − q2, the lower bound for p yields
p ≥ 1
2
(ωγ(Q)− q) (27)
with γ(Q) ≡
√
1− 4m2/Q2. From the energy threshold of the quark ǫp+q ≥ µ we immediately obtain
ωγ(Q) + q ≥ 2µ , (28)
where γ(Q) = 1 in the massless ase. The momentum thresholds in Figure 12 just follow this formula q ≥ 2µ−Reω(q),
saled by the Debye mass mD, where real part of ω(q) an be read o from Figures 6 and 7. It also explains why the
momentum threshold for transverse modes is slightly lower than for the orresponding longitudinal mode, beause
ωT (q) > ωL(q) for q > 0.
C. Friedel osillations
For nite hemial potential and omparatively small temperatures, eletrostati sreening at suiently large
distanes is no longer given by a simple Yukawa-type potential involving the Debye mass mD. As is well known in
nonrelativisti quantum many-body theory [29℄, the sharpness of the Fermi surfae leads to an asymptoti behavior of
the potential that is governed by so-alled Friedel osillations, implying a shell-like struture with alternating sreening
and oversreening. At T = 0, the amplitude of these osillations deays by a power law and not like an exponential.
As has been shown in Ref. [30℄, a similar modiation of Debye sreening ours in high-density QED and QCD. In
the following we shall investigate this eet quantitatively in the large-Nf theory.
The free energy of two (Abelian) stati harges at a distane r is given by the Fourier transform of the eletrostati
gauge boson propagator [30℄
V (r) = Q1Q2
∫
d3k
(2π)3
eik·r
1
k2 +ΠL(k0 = 0, k)
. (29)
The deviation from Coulomb law behavior is desribed by the sreening funtion
s(r) =
4πrV (r)
Q1Q2
=
1
π
Im
∫ ∞
−∞
dk k eikr
k2 +ΠL(k0 = 0, k)
, (30)
where we have used the fat that ΠL(k0 = 0, k) is an even funtion of k =
√
k2. In the HTL approximation, where
ΠL(k0 = 0, k) = mˆ
2
D, one has simply s(r) = e
−mDr
.
However, as an be seen from the analytial results in Appendix B 4, the full gauge boson propagator at zero
temperature also involves logarithmi branh uts whih touh the real axis at momenta k = ±2µ. Following Refs. [29,
30℄, we separate these branh uts innitesimally aording to k = ±2µ± iǫ so that the integration path of Eq. (30)
is threaded through the four branh points as shown in Fig. 14. Ignoring (as impliitly done in Ref. [30℄) the Landau
poles loated at real k = ±ΛL ≫ µ by moving them slightly into the lower half-plane, the sreening funtion reeives
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Figure 14: Analyti struture of the eletrostati propagator at zero temperature and integration paths for the sreening
funtion (30). If the Landau poles at real k = ±ΛL are moved innitesimally into the lower half-plane, the integration over the
real k axis an be deformed to enirle the two branh uts starting at k = ±2µ+ iǫ and the Debye mass pole at k = imD.
ontributions from the Debye mass pole at k = imD and two integrations along the uts starting at k = ±2µ + iǫ.
Beause of the latter, the eletrial sreening at suiently large distanes is dominated by osillatory behavior with
wavelength π/µ. In the ultrarelativisti ase the asymptoti behavior has been alulated in Ref. [30℄ with the result
lim
r→∞
s(r) =
g2eff
16π2
[
1 +
g2eff
6π2
(
ln
µ¯MS
4µ
+
11
6
)]−2
sin(2µr)
(µr)3
, (31)
whih we have transribed to the MS sheme that we are using here. Nonzero temperature moves the branh uts
away from the real axis, leading to an extra exponential suppression fator [30℄ e−2πTr so that they ease to govern the
asymptoti behavior for T & mD/(2π). We shall therefore onentrate on the T = 0 ase, where Friedel osillations
should be maximally important.
With regard to potential impliations to high-density QED or QCD [30℄, it is of interest to know whether deviations
from standard Debye sreening our already at moderate distanes before the sreening funtion has beome negligibly
small. This requires a numerial evaluation of the integral in Eq. (30) and the results for g2eff = 9 and g
2
eff = 16 are
shown in Fig. 15. The dotted line shows the ontribution from the Debye mass pole with values mD = 0.94269µ
and mD = 1.24705µ, respetively; the long-dashed lines labelled Friedel orrespond to the asymptoti formula (31).
The full large-Nf result whih exludes ontributions from the Landau poles by moving them innitesimally into the
lower half-plane is given by the line labelled exat. As one an see, signiant deviations from Debye sreening
appear only at suh large distanes that the sreening funtion s(r) is of the order 10−4 or below for g2eff = 9 and
g2eff = 16. At these ouplings, the Landau pole is at sales of the order of 10
4µ and 3 × 102µ, respetively. If instead
of irumventing the Landau pole we ut o the momentum integration at aΛL with a varied between 1/2 and 1/
√
2,
this aets the sreening funtion already onsiderably above the sale where Friedel osillations our, as shown by
the dash-dotted lines in Fig. 15.
5
In real QCD, the one-loop Dyson-resummed gluon propagator also involves vauum
ontributions from the gluon loop whih gives asymptoti freedom and eliminates the Landau pole.
6
Beause of this,
the results obtained by simply irumventing the Landau pole in the large-Nf theory are probably a reasonable model
of sreening in high-density QCD at low temperature. Taken as suh, these results suggest that Friedel osillations
our only at distanes where the sreened potential is already very small. At low but nonzero temperature, the
importane of Friedel osillations is further redued by an extra exponential suppression fator [30℄ e−2πTr until they
disappear ompletely for T & mD/(2π).
5
A uto independent of r atually would give rapid osillations at large distanes. In Fig. 15 we have instead pinned the uto to the
last zero of the osillatory integrand below aΛL.
6
It also introdues a branh ut lying on the imaginary axis, whih is however not stable against higher-order ontributions.
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Figure 15: Eletrostati sreening in the large-Nf theory at T = 0 for eetive oupling g
2
eff(µ¯MS=4µ) = 9 and 16. The full line
labelled exat shows the numerial result obtained by irumventing the Landau pole in the upper half-plane (see Fig. 14);
the lines labelled uto orrespond to utos at the last zero of the integrand in (30) below |k| = aΛL with a = 1/2 . . . 1/
√
2.
The dotted line labelled Yukawa orresponds to an exponential with exat large-Nf sreening mass mD(geff), the long-dashed
line labelled Friedel represents the asymptoti formula (31).
In ultrarelativisti (massless) QED, where g2eff ≈ 0.092, Friedel osillations are muh more suppressed than in the
examples above. Ordinary Debye sreening dominates out to distanes r ∼ 250µ−1, where the sreening funtion
s . 10−10. However, Friedel osillations in massive QED are less strongly suppressed  they then ome with an
extra fator of mr in the sreening funtion [29, 30℄. Indeed, Friedel osillations have been seen experimentally in the
nonrelativisti eletron gas.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the spetral funtions and dispersion relations of the gauge boson propagator in the large-
Nf limit. This allows us to investigate the properties of this propagator not only in the weak oupling regime around
g2eff(πT ) . 4, but also in the strong oupling regime 4 . g
2
eff(πT ) . 36, where strit perturbation theory fails but the
inuene of the Landau pole is still negligible. For larger values of the oupling, the usual spetral funtion sum rules
have to be orreted due to the presene of the Landau pole.
Numerially we alulated the Debye mass, the plasma frequeny, dispersion relations, and spetral funtions at
nite temperature and ompared those to the analytially known HTL results. The poles of the propagators at large
Nf are renormalization sale independent. Depending on their viinity to the real energy axis, they appear as peaks
of nite width in the spetral funtions. These poles do not lie on the physial sheet of the propagator, so a proper
analyti ontinuation of the self-energies into the neighbouring unphysial sheet is neessary. In addition to moving
the branh uts of the logarithms involved as it is suient for the vauum piee of the self-energy, one also has to
adjust the integration path of a numerial integration appearing within the thermal piee of the self-energy in order
to avoid a rossing with logarithmi singularities or branh uts.
In the large-Nf limit, the full Debye mass is remarkably lose to the HTL value for renormalization sale µ¯MS ≈ µT
even up to extremely large ouplings. The plasma frequeny, and to lesser degree the frequeny of the propagating
modes, aquire an imaginary part whih is aused by the vauum proess of quark-antiquark pair reation negleted in
the HTL approximation. The peaks in the spetral funtions get broader with inreasing oupling and their frequeny
relative to the HTL value dereases. Overall, there do not seem to be signiant qualitative hanges in the gauge boson
propagator as one inreases the oupling from small to rather large values. By ontrast, the interation pressure of the
large-Nf theory exhibits nonmonotoni behavior. As will be shown in a subsequent paper [15℄, the latter an be better
understood in terms of the entropy. While the nontrivial ontent of the large-Nf pressure an be formulated entirely
in terms of the gauge boson propagator, a quasipartile analysis of the entropy shows that the bosoni ontribution is
unsurprising, whereas the fermioni ontributions involve next-to-leading order results for the asymptoti quark mass
whih aounts for the nonmonotoni behavior at large oupling.
We have also investigated quantitatively the eet of asymptoti Friedel osillations in eletrostati sreening at
zero temperature and high hemial potential with negligible fermion mass. While Friedel osillations are a truly tiny
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eet in ultrarelativisti (massless) QED, their importane inreases with eetive oupling strength. However, the
potential of stati harges remains dominated by Yukawa-like Debye sreening up to distanes where the sreening
funtion has dropped by several orders of magnitude and where the eet of a uto to remove the Landau pole would
be of omparable or greater importane.
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Appendix A: BOSONIC ONE-LOOP SELF-ENERGY
1. Full one-loop result at zero mass
The vauum part of the bosoni self energy in the Feynman gauge (ovariant gauge with gauge parameter α = 1)
for Nf avors and Nc olors, oupling αs = g
2/(4π), and the renormalization sale µ¯MS in the modied minimal
subtration (MS) sheme is given by
Πvac(Q) =
g2
16π2
Q2
{
2Nf − 5Nc
3
[
log
(
−Q2
µ¯2
MS
)
− 5
3
]
+
2
3
Nc
}
. (A1)
The thermal part of the bosoni self energy reads [4℄
ΠL,th(q0, q) = g
2 (NfHf +NcHb) , (A2)
ΠT,th(q0, q) =
g2
2
(
−q
2 − q20
q2
(NfHf +NcHb) + (NfGf +NcGb)
)
, (A3)
for Nf avors and Ncolors, where the fermioni funtions Gf and Hf an be written as one-dimensional integrals
Gf =
1
2π2
∫ ∞
0
dk nf(k)
(
4k − q
2 − q20
2q
L1
)
, (A4)
Hf =
1
2π2
∫ ∞
0
dk nf(k)
(
2k − q
2 − q20 − 4k2
4q
L1 − q0kL2
)
, (A5)
and similarly the bosoni funtions Gb and Hb
Gb =
1
2π2
∫ ∞
0
dk nb(k)
(
4k − 5
4
q2 − q20
q
L1
)
, (A6)
Hb =
1
2π2
∫ ∞
0
dk nb(k)
(
2k − 2q
2 − q20 − 4k2
4q
L1 − q0kL2
)
, (A7)
with
L1 = log
(
2k + q − q0
2k − q − q0
)
− log
(
2k − q + q0
2k + q + q0
)
, (A8)
L2 = log
(
2k + q − q0
2k − q − q0
)
− 2 log
(−q + q0
q + q0
)
+ log
(
2k − q + q0
2k + q + q0
)
, (A9)
and the bosoni and fermioni distribution funtions at temperature T and hemial potential µ
nb(k) =
1
ek/T − 1 , (A10)
nf (k) =
1
2
(
1
e(k−µ)/T + 1
+
1
e(k+µ)/T + 1
)
. (A11)
These expressions are valid for all omplex q0 in a rotation from Eulidean spae q0 = iω to Minkowski spae q0 = ω+iǫ
with ǫ > 0. For the analyti ontinuation into the region with ǫ < 0 the expressions L1 and L2 have to be hanged as
desribed below.
Apart from their HTL/HDL ontent, the bosoni ontributions (A6) and (A7) are gauge dependent (see Refs. [34, 35℄
for one-loop results in gauges other than Feynman).
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Figure 16: Branh ut and singularity struture of the initial integrand for Gf , Eq. (A4), for omplex k. The singular points k1
to k4 orrespond to solutions of 2k ± q ± q0 = 0 from the logarithmi argument in L1, Eq. (A8), whih are pairwise onneted
by logarithmi branh uts. For q0 = ω + iǫ, all four singularities will simultaneously ross the real k axis as ǫ hanges from
positive to negative sign.
2. HTL and HDL
The orresponding HTL or HDL expressions an be extrated by demanding that the external momenta q0 and
q be small ompared to temperature T and/or hemial potential µ (that is to take the leading ontribution in a
1/k expansion of the integrand, sine the main ontribution is expeted to ome from large loop momenta k). The
relevant physial sale is then given by the HTL Debye mass (HTL quantities are marked by a ˆ-hat)
mˆ2D = g
2
{
2Nc +Nf
6
T 2 +Nf
µ2
2π2
}
. (A12)
In this limit, the equations (A4) to (A7) redue to
Gˆf =
T 2
6
+
µ2
2π2
, (A13)
Hˆf =
(
T 2
6
+
µ2
2π2
){
1 +
q0
2q
log
(−q + q0
q + q0
)}
, (A14)
Gˆb =
T 2
3
, (A15)
Hˆb =
T 2
3
{
1 +
q0
2q
log
(−q + q0
q + q0
)}
. (A16)
In the zero temperature limit Gˆb and Hˆb vanish.
Appendix B: ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF THE SELF-ENERGY
1. Integration in the omplex k plane
The k−integration in the self-energy expressions for Gf,b and Hf,b in equations (A4) to (A7) runs over real k only.
One might assume that for the analyti ontinuation of those funtions it is suient to take are of the logarithms
appearing in L1 and L2 and leave the real k integration untouhed. It turns out that this simple approah fails.
For ontinuing the funtions properly in the omplex domain, we should think of the k−integration as an analyti
integration in the omplex k plane. L1 and L2 provide singular points and branh uts in the omplex k plane that
move around, as ǫ varies. As long as the logarithmi singularities or branh uts never touh the integration line, the
resulting integral is an analyti, omplex funtion. We will demonstrate the neessary proedure for the branh ut
struture of L1 of Gf , but the following onsiderations an be readily applied to L2 and therefore to Gb, Hf , and Hb.
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Figure 17: First we break up the branh uts aording to Eq. (B2).
Figure 16 shows the singularity and branh ut struture for the integrand of Gf , Eq. (A4), whih is determined
for omplex k by the logarithms in L1, Eq. (A8). For q0 = ω + iǫ, the logarithmi singularities lie at
k1 =
1
2
(−q + ω + iǫ),
k2 =
1
2
(q + ω + iǫ),
k3 =
1
2
(q − ω − iǫ) = −k1,
k4 =
1
2
(−q − ω − iǫ) = −k2, (B1)
so with ǫ > 0 and real q and ω we nd that k1 and k2 lie initially above the real k axis, while k3 and k4 lie below.
The branh ut struture shown in Figure 16 orresponds to the initial formula for L1 from Eq. (A8): k1 and k2 are
onneted by a logarithmi branh ut, as are k3 and k4. The problem is evident as we try to analytially extend
the integration from the region ǫ > 0 to ǫ < 0: All four singularities will pass the real axis at the same time, as do
the orresponding branh uts that penetrate eah other. How an we hoose an integration path that avoids ontat
with these singularities and branh uts? The solution lies in the fat that we an move around the branh uts.
First we break up the branh uts from the logarithmi expressions in L1 and L2 as shown in Figure 17. Using
the logarithmi funtions log↑(z) and log↓(z) from Eqs. (8) and (9) with branh uts along the positive or negative
imaginary axis, we an rewrite equation (A8) as
Lbreak−up1 = log
↑(2k + q − q0)− log↑(2k − q − q0)
− log↓(2k − q + q0) + log↓(2k + q + q0) , (B2)
whih agrees with L1 on the real k axis, and similarly for L2
Lbreak−up2 = log
↑(2k + q − q0)− log↑(2k − q − q0)
−2
(
log↓(−q + q0)− log↓(q + q0)
)
+ log↓(2k − q + q0)− log↓(2k + q + q0) . (B3)
The branh uts in the two logarithmi expressions of L2 independent of k (seond line) are hosen suh that the
funtions ontinue analytially for real q and ω when ǫ hanges its sign from positive to negative. Using Lbreak−up1
gives the branh ut struture as shown in Figure 17. It is now lear how the path should be deformed from ǫ > 0 in
Fig. 17 to ǫ < 0 in Fig. 18. To further justify this proedure, let us note that one ould have used the new integration
path from Fig. 18 already in Fig. 17, where it would not have hanged the result of the integration, as the result of
the omplex integration is of ourse path independent. Keeping the same S-shaped integration path in both gures,
it is lear that moving a logarithmi singularity aross the real k axis is not dierent from moving it around anywhere
else in the omplex k plane, provided no singularities are rossed.
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Figure 18: In this way, we an deform the integration path when the singularities and branh uts move aross the real k axis.
Note that we ould have used this integration path already in gure 17. In that ase it is obvious that moving the singularities
aross the real k axis would not be dierent from moving the singularities around anywhere else in the omplex k plane.
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Figure 19: If Re k1 > 0 and Re k3 < 0 then the path would look like this. In Figures 16 to 18 we had assumed Rek3 > 0 and
Rek1 < 0.
Pratially, to hange from positive to negative ǫ, we ould either literally hoose a numerial integration ontour
similar to Figure 18, or we ould basially stik to the original integration along the real k axis, taking orreting
branh ut ontributions from the real axis to, say, k2 and k4 into aount. At rst sight, the latter strategy seems
insofar appealing, as the branh-ut ontributions an be alulated analytially without the neessity of numerial
integration. This strategy is briey disussed below in Appendix B 3. But sine the integration parts along the real
k axis have to be integrated numerially anyway, it turns out to be easier to hoose an appropriate integration path
for numerial integration in the omplex k plane whih avoids all branh uts in a safe distane.
2. Choosing a omplex integration path
We shall show how to hoose an integration path in the omplex k plane that irumvents the branh uts. In
hoosing the path, we only need to are about logarithmi singularities ki with positive real part as only those will
ross the initial integration range k ∈ [0,∞). Assuming that Re q > 0 and real ω > 0 in q0 = ω + iǫ, we see that in
(B1) the singularity Re k2 > 0 always lies in the right half of the omplex plane while Re k4 < 0 lies on the left half.
Also k1 and k3 lie on opposite sides of the imaginary k-axis, so there are two distint ases for the path topology:
Either Re k1 > 0 as in gure 19, or Re k3 > 0 as in gure 18. In the latter ase, Re k3 is always smaller than Re k2,
but in the former ase Re k1 ould be either smaller or larger than Re k2.
At nite hemial potential the fermioni distribution funtion nf (k) from Eq. (A11) provides additional poles at
k = ±µ + (2n + 1)iπT (n ∈ Z). Figure 20 shows the partiular ase 0 < Re k1 < µ < Re k2, but the Matsubara
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Figure 20: At nite hemial potential µ, the fermioni distribution funtion (A11) provides additional poles at the Matsubara
frequenies k = ±µ+ (2n+ 1)iπT (n ∈ Z) whih have to be avoided.
frequenies an also lie to the left of Re k1 or to the right of Re k2. As the initial path for the k-integration (starting
from ǫ > 0) lies along the real k axis between the poles k = µ± iπT , also after the analyti ontinuation from ǫ > 0
to ǫ < 0 the integration path has to stay between these two lowest Matsubara frequeny poles. Similarly, one has to
take are of the Matsubara frequeny poles in the ase Re k3 > 0 as in gure 18.
There is a lot of freedom in hoosing an integration path that fullls all of these onstraints and orretly avoids
the problemati regions in the omplex plane. Our implementation of the omplex integration path follows essentially
those suggested in Figures 18, 19, and 20, where we vary the minimal distanes to the branh uts and singularities for
testing purposes. One an readily hek that the nal result is independent of the exat implementation of a orret
integration path.
The same integration path an be used for alulating the derivative with respet to q0, by forming the derivative of
the integrand rst. The derivative of the self-energy funtions an be used in speifying the Jaobian for a numerial
root searh. The searh for the Debye mass requires omplex q. Assuming Re q ≥ 0 and Im q ≥ 0 this implies
straightforward modiations to the integration paths: As the real part of q(q0) vanishes in the limit q0 → 0, basially
k1 and k2 from Eqs. (B1) ome to lie vertially aligned on top of eah other in Fig. 19 instead of horizontally aligned
side by side.
3. Alternative ways of alulating the analyti ontinuation
One possibility (whih we did not follow in our numerial evaluation) is to analytially alulate the ontribution
aused by a branh ut that rosses our original integration line. Integrating a funtion f(z) log(z) (where f(z) is
analyti) around a part of the branh ut is equivalent to integrating f(z)2πi along the path of the branh ut, e.g.
with a < b < 0 we an write [∫ b−iǫ
a−iǫ
+
∫ a+iǫ
b+iǫ
]
f(z) log(z)dz =
∫ a
b
f(z)2πi dz , (B4)
as the real parts of log(z) = log |z|+ i arg z along the two ontour parts anel eah other, while the net ontribution
omes from integrating ±iπ along the ontour.
For Gf,b we basially have to integrate nf,b(k)×polynomial(k)× 2πi. This an be done analytially. Here are some
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examples for nb ∫
nb(k)dk = T log
(
ek/T − 1
)
− k, (B5)∫
knb(k)dk = T
2Li2
(
ek/T
)
+ kT log
(
1− ek/T
)
− k
2
2
, (B6)∫
k2nb(k)dk = −2T 3Li3
(
ek/T
)
+ 2kT 2Li2
(
ek/T
)
+k2T log
(
1− ek/T
)
− k
3
3
, (B7)
where Lin(z) is the polylogarithm funtion. Similar expressions an be derived for nf . These funtions have branh
uts for Re(k) > 0 whih would have to be orreted, e.g.∫
nb(k)dk = T log
(
ek/T − 1
)
− k − 2πi
⌈
Im(k)
2πT
− 1
2
⌉
, (B8)
where the eiling funtion ⌈x⌉ means the smallest integer ≥ x. Similar adjustments would be neessary for the
other relations above. Sine these adjustments are error-prone, and we have to integrate a large part of the result
numerially anyway, it turns out to be more straightforward to hoose a omplex integration path and integrate
everything numerially, as desribed in the previous setion.
Another possibility to obtain the analytially ontinued propagator is to exploit the relation between propagator
and spetral funtion, Eq. (14). Apart from the fat that this would introdue another numerial integration over q0,
this relation is only reliable for small ouplings where the inuene of the Landau pole an be negleted. For larger
ouplings, the orretion term of Eq. (22) would have to be taken into aount.
Yet another way to obtain the analytially ontinued retarded propagator is given by adding a orretion term to
the Feynman propagator (a detailed desription of this proedure an be found in Appendix B of Ref. [36℄)
GR(ω − iǫ, q) = G(ω − iǫ) + 2iI(ω − iǫ, q) . (B9)
Along the disontinuity, i.e. for real ω, the orretion term oinides with the spetral funtion from Eq. (5), I(ω, q) =
ρ(ω, q), but dierent from the spetral funtion, the funtion I(ω − iǫ, q) has to be an analyti funtion. By the
uniqueness theorem of the analyti ontinuation, one obtains the unique retarded Greens funtion GR(ω− iǫ, q). The
triky point of this approah is to nd the orret analyti ontinuation of the spetral funtion ρ(q0, q). We an
not readily apply this method to the large-Nf limit, as the spetral funtion is, just like the propagator itself, only
obtained numerially. The proper analyti ontinuation of the funtion I(q0, q) would be just as tough as the analyti
ontinuation of G(q0, q) itself.
4. Analyti result at zero temperature and nite hemial potential
The fermioni distribution funtion (A11) an be expanded for small T as
nf (k, T, µ) =
1
2
(θ(−(k − µ)) + θ(−(k + µ)))
+T 2
π2
12
(δ′(k − µ) + δ′(k + µ)) +O(T 4) (B10)
where δ′(k − µ) is to be understood in the sense of distributions∫ ∞
−∞
δ′(k − µ)f(k)dk = −f ′(µ). (B11)
In this limit, the integrations in (A4) to (A7) an be performed analytially. The analyti ontinuation is straightfor-
ward with the tools presented here. The result at zero temperature [37℄ an be written using
R(q0, q) = (2µ+ q0 + q) log(2µ+ q0 + q)− (q0 + q) log(q0 + q), (B12)
S(q0, q) = (2µ+ q0 − 2q)(2µ+ q0 + q)2 log(2µ+ q0 + q) (B13)
−(q0 − 2q)(q0 + q)2 log(q0 + q).
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We use the following abbreviation to keep a lot of terms in dense notation
R±±(q0, q) ≡ R(q0, q)−R(q0,−q) +R(−q0, q)−R(−q0,−q) (B14)
and similarly for S±± (just replae R by S). The funtions G
(0)
f and H
(0)
f (the upper index (0) denotes the T = 0
limit) an then be written as
G
(0)
f (q0, q) =
1
2π2
(
µ2 +
q20 − q2
8q
R±±(q0, q)
)
, (B15)
H
(0)
f (q0, q) =
1
96π2
(
32µ2 +
1
q
(−24µ2q0 (log(q0 + q)− log(q0 − q)) + S±±(q0, q))
)
. (B16)
In order to orretly analytially ontinue these formulae into the region of ǫ < 0, one needs to replae all logarithms
that ontain an initially positive (negative) q0 to log
↓
(log↑) from equations (8) and (9). Dening R↓(↑)(q0, q) :=
[R(q0, q) with log→ log↓(↑)℄ and similarly for S, we an write
R±↓±↑(q0, q) ≡ R↓(q0, q)−R↓(q0,−q) +R↑(−q0, q)−R↑(−q0,−q) (B17)
and the very same for S. The analytially ontinued funtions G
(0)
f and H
(0)
f an then be written as
G
(0)
f (q0, q) =
1
2π2
(
µ2 +
q20 − q2
8q
R±↓±↑(q0, q)
)
, (B18)
H
(0)
f (q0, q) =
1
96π2
(
32µ2 +
1
q
(
−24µ2q0
(
log↓(q0 + q)− log↓(q0 − q)
)
+ S±↓±↑(q0, q)
))
. (B19)
The next term in the small T expansion of equation (B10) is easily alulated using (B11) and an be written as
(the upper index (2) denotes the seond derivative w.r.t. T at T = 0)
G
(2)
f (q0, q) =
1
24
16µ2(4µ2 − 3q20 − q2)
16µ4 − 8µ2(q20 + q2) + (q20 − q2)2
, (B20)
H
(2)
f (q0, q) =
1
24q
[(2µ+ q0) (log(2µ+ q + q0)− log(2µ− q + q0))
−2q0 (log(q0 + q)− log(q0 − q))
+(2µ− q0) (log(2µ+ q − q0)− log(2µ− q − q0))] . (B21)
As G
(2)
f is regular in the whole q0 omplex plane, we only have to take are of the proper analyti ontinuation of
H
(2)
f :
H
(2)
f (q0, q) =
1
24q
[
(2µ+ q0)
(
log↓(2µ+ q + q0)− log↓(2µ− q + q0)
)
−2q0
(
log↓(q0 + q)− log↓(q0 − q)
)
+(2µ− q0)
(
log↑(2µ+ q − q0)− log↑(2µ− q − q0)
)]
. (B22)
The analytially ontinued expansion at small T and nite hemial potential is then given as
Gf (q0, q) = G
(0)
f (q0, q) + T
2G
(2)
f (q0, q) +O(T
4),
Hf (q0, q) = H
(0)
f (q0, q) + T
2H
(2)
f (q0, q) +O(T
4).
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